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A B S T R A C T   

The nonlinear response of O3 to nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOC) is not conducive to 
accurately identify the various source contributions and O3-NOx-VOC relationships. An enhanced meta-modeling 
approach, polynomial functions based response surface modeling coupled with the sectoral linear fitting tech-
nique (pf-ERSM-SL), integrating a new differential method (DM), was proposed to break through the limitation. 
The pf-ERSM-SL with DM was applied for analysis of O3 formation regime and real-time source contributions in 
July and October 2015 over the Pearl River Delta Region (PRD) of Mainland China. According to evaluations, the 
pf-ERSM-SL with DM was proven to be effective in source apportionment when the traditional sensitivity analysis 
was unsuitable for deriving the source contributions in the nonlinear system. After diagnosing the O3-NOx-VOC 
relationships, O3 formation in most regions of the PRD was identified as a distinctive NOx-limited regime in July; 
in October, the initial VOC-limited regime was found at small emission reductions (less than 22–44%), but it will 
transit to NOx-limited when further reductions were implemented. Investigation of the source contributions 
suggested that NOx emissions were the dominated contributor when turning-off the anthropogenic emissions, 
occupying 85.41–94.90% and 52.60–75.37% of the peak O3 responses in July and October respectively in the 
receptor regions of the PRD; NOx emissions from the on-road mobile source (NOx_ORM) in Guangzhou (GZ), 
Dongguan&Shenzhen (DG&SZ) and Zhongshan (ZS) were identified as the main contributors. Consequently, the 
reinforced control of NOx_ORM is highly recommended to lower the ambient O3 in the PRD effectively.   

1. Introduction 

As a kind of air pollutant, tropospheric ozone (O3) significantly in-
fluences the human health and global climate (Shindell et al., 2012; 
Turner et al., 2016). Following the rapid urbanization and industriali-
zation, tropospheric ozone pollution becomes more evident, while the 
levels of fine particulate matters (PM2.5) have been effectively alleviated 
in China (Li et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2018; Strode et al., 2019). The Pearl 
River Delta Region (PRD), one of the three major city clusters in China, 
has especially experienced great O3 episodes in the past few years (Li 
et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). As a kind of secondary 

pollutant forming in the troposphere while nitrogen oxides (NOx) reacts 
with volatile organic compounds (VOC) in the sunshine, O3 has a com-
plex formation mechanism, which is demonstrated by its nonlinear 
response to NOx and VOC emission changes under different chemical 
regimes (Chatani et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2017; Ou et al., 2016; Tan et al., 
2018; Wang et al., 2017b; Zou et al., 2019). Above all, O3 concentrations 
are contributed by diverse anthropogenic emission sectors of NOx and 
VOC in local and regional scales simultaneously (Han et al., 2018; Li 
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016). 
Moreover, source contribution results vary with time and space; there-
fore, it is of particular importance to determine the O3-NOx-VOC 
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relationships and key emission source contribution to O3 for designing a 
scientific O3 control policy, especially in the PRD region which is 
dominated by O3 pollution (Li et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017a, 2019). 

Brute-force method (BFM) is the simplest approach to analyze the O3 
sensitivity to precursor emission changes, which apportions the sensi-
tivity coefficients by subtracting a detached scenario with a disturbed 
control factor from a base scenario (Burr and Zhang, 2011; Lin et al., 
2005; Odman et al., 2009; Sharma et al., 2016). As a more advanced 
method, decoupled direct method (DDM) directly calculates the 
first-order sensitivity coefficients of the pollutant response to changes in 
model input parameters using mathematical technology (Dunker, 1984; 
Dunker et al., 2002; Luecken et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the impacts of 
emission control calculated by the BFM or DDM on O3 concentration can 
be viewed as the source contributions only in the linear system (Clappier 
et al., 2017). An extended high-order DDM (HDDM) was developed 
sequentially to make characterization of the nonlinear responses (Choi 
et al., 2014; Collet et al., 2017; Hakami et al., 2004; Itahashi et al., 2013; 
Wang et al., 2011b). However, the HDDM can hardly predict the O3 
response when there are multiple (>3) variables and large perturbations 
(Dunker et al., 2002; Itahashi et al., 2015). In my best knowledge, as a 
technique allocating the O3 response to different sources using tagged 
tracers, ozone source apportionment technology (OSAT) ensures that 
the sum of individual contributions is equal to the actual O3 response, 
and also enhances the calculation efficiency for multiple variables (Li 
et al., 2012, 2016; Moghani et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2017). Whereas 
the main limitation of OSAT is that it cannot capture the O3 destruction 
mechanism caused by the NO titration, resulting in the overestimated 
contribution from a particular source (Dunker et al., 2002; Itahashi 
et al., 2015). More importantly, methods above based on the air quality 
model are both unable to assess the O3 response to dynamic emission 
changes in real-time, which largely limits their application in designing 
effective O3 control policies (Xing et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2015). 
Thereby, a series of meta-models of air quality modeling, including 
response surface modeling (RSM), extended RSM (ERSM), and poly-
nomial functions based RSM (pf-RSM), were developed by our interna-
tional research team; they can rapidly estimate the O3 response under 
various control scenarios and build the nonlinear system of O3-NOx-VOC 
(Wang et al., 2011a; Xing et al., 2011, 2017, 2018; Zhao et al., 2015, 
2017). Sensitivity obtained by the BFM was utilized in traditional RSM 
to derive the source contributions, which can provide the impact in-
formation resulted from a specific emission control but is inapplicable 
for source apportionment of secondary pollutant (Clappier et al., 2017; 

Cohan et al., 2005). 
Accordingly, an enhanced meta-modeling approach, polynomial 

functions based ERSM coupled with the sectoral linear fitting technique 
(pf-ERSM-SL), integrating a new differential method (DM), was devel-
oped in our study. As an extended pf-RSM technique using polynomial 
functions, the pf-ERSM has the identical structure with the ERSM; the SL 
provides an efficient way to estimate the emission weight of each sector 
to allocate the multisectoral contributions; while the DM can divide the 
emission perturbations into countless tiny intervals and sum the corre-
spondingly tiny O3 response in each interval, consequently quantifying 
the nonlinear source contributions. The O3-NOx-VOC relationships and 
dynamic source contributions from multiple regions and sectors to O3 in 
the case study of the PRD are identified by the pf-ERSM-SL with DM, and 
the suggestions for O3 control policies are provided. 

2. Methodology 

The analysis process of O3 formation regime and source contribu-
tions by the pf-ERSM-SL with DM is given in Fig. 1. First, the configu-
ration of modeling domain in Weather Research and Forecast Model 
(WRF) and Community Multi-scale Air Quality Model for Communities 
(CMAQ), and the experimental design of control matrix based on the 
selected control factors were determined; then, the meteorological 
conditions were simulated by the WRF model, which was then utilized to 
drive the CMAQ simulations over the PRD region. Second, the pf-ERSM- 
SL system was built upon the WRF-CMAQ simulations; the Out-of- 
sample (OOS) validation was used to examine the performance of pf- 
ERSM-SL, and the applicability of DM in source apportionment was 
also evaluated. Finally, the pf-ERSM-SL with DM was applied to di-
agnose the O3-NOx-VOC relationships and further apportion the 
contribution of NOx and VOC emissions from different regions and 
sectors to O3 response. 

2.1. WRF-CMAQ modeling domain and configuration 

In the WRF-CMAQ modeling system, three nested modeling domains 
with 27 km, 9 km and 3 km horizontal resolutions were used (Fig. 2a). 
Covering the whole Pearl River Dealt Region, the innermost 3-km 
domain was divided into 7 regions, including Shunde (SD), Foshan 
(FS), Guangzhou (GZ), Zhongshan (ZS), Jiangmen (JM), Dongguan and 
Shenzhen (DG&SZ) and all the other regions in the D3 domain (OTH) 
(Fig. 2b). The national-controlled air-monitoring sites in the 6 receptor 

Fig. 1. The flow scheme for analysis of O3 formation regime and source contributions by the pf-ERSM-SL with DM. HSS - Hamersley quasi-random Sequence 
Sampling; FS - Fixed Value Sampling; OOS - Out-of-sample. 
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regions (except the OTH) were chosen to represent the air quality of 
these regions. Meteorological simulations with the WRF in version 3.9.1 
(http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/) and air quality simulations with 
the CMAQ in version 5.2 (http://www.epa.gov/cmaq) both used one- 
way nesting. In the outer 27-km domain, the initial and boundary con-
ditions of the CMAQ simulations were on the basis of the default 
configuration in the CMAQ model. Simulations in the outer and middle 
domains generated boundary conditions for 9-km in the middle and 3- 
km inside respectively. Tsinghua University provided the emission in-
ventories of the outer and middle domains, and the research group from 
Tsinghua University and South China University of Technology devel-
oped the 2015 emission inventory of the inner 3-km domain coopera-
tively. The details of the anthropogenic emission inventory for the 
precursors of O3 in the D3 domain are given in Table S1. In the PRD, the 
peak O3 concentrations usually occur in the summer, while the fall ex-
periences the highest monthly mean O3 concentration (Liu et al., 2010; 
Zheng et al., 2010). Therefore, July and October in 2015 were selected 
for simulations of O3 and its precursors to represent these two seasons, 
and a 7 days spin-up time was used for the simulations of July and 
October to exclude the effect of initial condition. The hourly concen-
trations of O3 and its precursors at each grid under experimental 
designed scenarios were simulated by the CMAQ; then the monthly 
averages of daily 1 h maxima O3 and 24 h averaged NOx and VOC, which 
were calculated from the hourly simulated results, were combined with 
the corresponding emission ratio to input into the pf-ERSM-SL for 
building the nonlinear system of O3-NOx-VOC. 

Normalized Mean Bias (NMB) and Correlation coefficient (R) were 
chosen as indexes of model prediction performance (Text S1). By 
comparing the mean of hourly predicted and measured values at central 
monitoring sites of the D3 domain (Table S2), the performance of the 
WRF model was assessed. In terms of wind speed, the R value is more 
than 0.5 at both of the two sites, but the predicted wind speed is rela-
tively deviated high (NMB is 127.81% in July and 76.95% in October) in 
Sugang; the R value is larger than 0.7 for relative humidity and tem-
perature. The CMAQ model performance was evaluated by comparing 
the simulated and observed results at four representative sites in GZ, SD, 
JM, and OTH in the air quality monitoring networks of the PRD, rep-
resenting the urban site (GD Business College), industrial site (Sugang), 
rural site (Shuangqiao) and coastal site (Doumen), respectively (Fig. S1). 
The NMB for O3 ranges from � 12.22% to 4.81% and � 18.81% to 
15.75% in July and October, respectively, which is mostly within the 
receivable performance range of �15% proposed by Emery et al. (2017) 
based on the researches of photochemical modeling in the U.S. over the 

last decade, and also comparable to these in other published articles 
(Nguyen et al., 2019; Ou et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2019). Additionally, 
according to the criteria (>0.5) and goal (>0.75) of R for O3 simulations 
recommended by Emery et al. (2017), the R value with a range from 
0.72 to 0.78 in our study also proven to be desirable. Taken together, the 
magnitude and diurnal variation, and the seasonal trend of O3 in 2015 
are reasonably well predicted. 

2.2. Development of the pf-ERSM-SL with differential method 

2.2.1. pf-ERSM-SL 
The pf-ERSM-SL using the pf-ERSM technique coupled with the SL 

fitting method to build the response of O3 concentration to multiregional 
and multisectoral NOx and VOC emission changes (Fig. S2). Because the 
pf-ERSM is identical to ERSM in structure and identical to pf-RSM in 
algorithm, which both had been detailed in the past researches (Long 
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2011a; Xing et al., 2011, 2017, 2018; You et al., 
2017; Zhao et al., 2017), therefore only the key components of the 
pf-ERSM are summarized in Section S1. 

The development of the SL fitting method is detailed as followings. 
First, since NOx and VOC are both emitted directly from the primary 
sources, the changes in NOx or VOC concentration in each source region 
to local NOx or VOC emission changes can be constructed by a series of 
linear functions expressed as equations (1) and (2). The linear relation is 
indicated in Fig. S3, in which the region with a high slope mostly ex-
periences a more intensive NOx or VOC emissions, as provided in 
Table S1. The high slope also means the emissions are relatively 
controllable, such as NOx emissions in GZ and DG&SZ, and VOC emis-
sions in DG&SZ. 

ΔConcNOxr ¼ a⋅ENOxr (1)  

ΔConcVOCr ¼ b⋅EVOCr (2)  

where ΔConcNOxr and ΔConcVOCr are the changes in NOx and VOC con-
centration respectively, in region r to local NOx and VOC emission 
changes, and at an individual grid cell or aggregated cells in region r (r 
can represent any source region), the concentration can be hourly, 
monthly or annual means; ENOxr and EVOCr refer to the ratio of changed 
NOx and VOC emissions respectively, in region r; a and b are the linear 
coefficients of ENOxr and EVOCr . 

Second, the changes in NOx or VOC concentration in each source 
region under multisectoral control scenarios were taken into the linear 

Fig. 2. Defined (a) WRF-CMAQ simulation domain and (b) regions and national-controlled air-monitoring sites in the D3 domain. The triangular points represent the 
monitor sites in the PRD; the pentacle points represent the selected monitor sites for evaluation of the model performance. 
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functions established in the first step, and then the change ratio of total 
NOx or VOC emissions in each source region was calculated by solving 
the linear functions, as expressed in equations (3) and (4). 

ENOxr ¼ΔSectoral ConcNOxr∕a (3)  

EVOCr ¼ΔSectoral ConcVOCr∕b (4)  

where ΔSectoral ConcNOxr and ΔSectoral ConcVOCr are the changes in NOx 
and VOC concentration respectively, in region r to local multisectoral 
NOx and VOC emission changes; ENOxr and EVOCr are the ratio of total 
changed NOx and VOC emissions respectively, in region r. 

Lastly, the relation of NOx or VOC emission changes to multisectoral 
NOx or VOC emission changes in each source region was constructed by 
a series of linear functions described as equations (5) and (6), and the 
relative emission weight of each sector was obtained respectively. Then 
the change ratio of total NOx and VOC emissions in source region under 
various multisectoral control scenarios can be estimated directly and 
participate in the calculation of the pf-ERSM system. 

ENOxr ¼
Xs

j¼1
waj⋅SENOxrj

(5)  

EVOCr ¼
Xt

j¼1
wbj⋅SEVOCrj

(6)  

where waj and wbj are the emission weight of NOx and VOC respectively, 
of sector j; SENOxrj 

and SEVOCrj 
are the ratio of changed NOx and VOC 

emissions respectively, from sector j in region r; the superscript s and t 
are the number of NOx and VOC related emission sectors, respectively. 

Table 1 sums up the experiment design for constructing the pf-ERSM- 
SL, and Fig. S4 shows the design of the control matrix in detail. First, the 
O3 response in each receptor region to NOx and VOC emission changes in 
each source region (i.e., pf-RSM) was established by 42 cases of CMAQ 
simulations, involving in one baseline case, one zero out case and 40 
control cases in which the emissions in other source regions were kept 
the same as the baseline. The 40 control cases were randomly sampled 
by Hamersley quasi-random Sequence Sampling (HSS) with a range 
from 0.0 to 1.5 (baseline ¼ 1.0), and the number of 40 was recom-
mended by previous pf-RSM research based on the number of terms in 
polynomial functions (Xing et al., 2018). The zero out case in the pf-RSM 
system was newly added compared with the traditional pf-RSM for 
improving the fitting accuracy near zero. 

Second, the O3 response in each receptor region to simultaneous NOx 
and VOC emission changes in all source regions (i.e., pf-RSM_TT) was 
also created by 42 cases of CMAQ simulations, which is similar to the 
establishment of the single-regional pf-RSM (Xing et al., 2017; Zhao 

et al., 2015). 
Third, on the basis of the emission inventory summarized in 

Table S1, NOx and VOC emissions were divided into NOx from on-road 
mobile (ORM), non-road mobile (NRM), stationary combustion (SC), 
and other all sectors included in the emission inventory (OTH); VOC 
from ORM, industrial process (IP), solvent utilization (SU), and OTH. 
Thus there were 8 control factors (i.e., NOx_ORM, NOx_NRM, NOx_SC, 
NOx_OTH, VOC_ORM, VOC_IP, VOC_SU, and VOC_OTH) involved in SL 
fitting for each region. Each single-regional SL system was built by one 
baseline case, two zero out cases in which all NOx-related and VOC- 
related sectoral emissions were zeroing out, respectively, and 8 con-
trol cases in which each NOx-related and VOC-related sectoral emission 
was zeroing out in turn, respectively. 

Among the extra 10 cases used for out of samples (OOS) validation, 
sectoral NOx and VOC emissions changed jointly in the 7 regions. In 
order to present a general situation, the HSS was used to sample the 
additional cases randomly. 

2.2.2. Differential method 
Sensitivity obtained by the BFM has proven to be inadaptable for 

retrieving the source contributions in the presence of nonlinear chem-
istry. As a practical method aims to quantify the source contributions, 
the DM divides the change ratio of NOx and VOC emissions from single 
source region or sector into countless tiny intervals and sums the 
correspondingly tiny O3 responses. The accumulated O3 responses in all 
intervals in which only NOx or VOC emissions changed was regarded as 
the contribution of NOx or VOC emissions to O3 response, as shown in 

Table 1 
Designed scenarios in the pf-ERSM-SL.  

Abbreviation Objective Control factor a Number of cases 

pf-RSM_TT Using pf-RSM method, to create multiple regional pf-RSM in 
7 regions 

2 precursors including NOx, VOC in each of the 
7 regions 

41 cases (Hamersley quasi-random Sequence 
Sampling between 0.0 and 1.5) for 7 regions 
together and one baseline case (¼1.0) 

pf-ERSM Extended pf-RSM method, to create single regional pf-RSM in 
7 regions separately 

2 precursors including NOx, VOC in each of the 
7 regions 

41 cases (Hamersley quasi-random Sequence 
Sampling between 0.0 and 1.5) for each region 
and one baseline case (¼1.0) 

SL Sectoral linear fitting method, to create linear relation 
between NOx or VOC emission changes and multisectoral 
NOx or VOC emission changes in 7 regions separately 

8 sectors including NOx_ORM, NOx _NRM, 
NOx_SC, NOx_OTH, VOC_ORM, VOC_IP, 
VOC_SU, VOC_OTH in each of the 7 regions 

10 cases (Zeroing out one by one Sampling) for 
each region 

OOS Out-of-sample validation 8 sectors including NOx_ORM, NOx _NRM, 
NOx_SC, NOx_OTH, VOC_ORM, VOC_IP, 
VOC_SU, VOC_OTH in each of the 7 regions 

10 cases (Hamersley quasi-random Sequence 
Sampling between 0.0 and 1) for 7 regions 
together  

a ORM: on-road mobile; NRM: non-road mobile; SC: stationary combustion; IP: industrial process; SU: solvent utilization; NOx_OTH: other emission sources of NOx 
(industrial process, agricultural); VOC_OTH: other emission sources of VOC (storage, non-road mobile, stationary combustion, agricultural, household). 

Table 2 
The calculation process of the differential method.  

Differential 
number 

NOx emissions 
a 

VOC emissions Response of O3 

concentration 

0 EmisNOx base  EmisVOC base  0 
1 EmisNOx base � d  EmisVOC base  Cont1 NOx  

EmisNOx base � d  EmisVOC base � d  Cont1 VOC  
2 EmisNOx base �

2d  
EmisVOC base � d  Cont2 NOx  

EmisNOx base �

2d  
EmisVOC base � 2d  Cont2 VOC  

… … … … 
m EmisNOx base �

md  
EmisVOC base � ðm �
1Þd  

Contm NOx  

EmisNOx base �

md  
EmisVOC base � md  Contm VOC   

a d ¼ ðEmisNOx base � EmisNOx controlÞ ∕m, due to the simultaneously changed 
NOx and VOC emissions in our research, the EmisVOC base and EmisVOC control are 
equal to EmisNOx base and EmisNOx control. 
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equation (7). The calculation process of the DM is given in Table 2. 

Cont DM¼
Xm

k¼1
Contk NOxr→i þ

Xm

k¼1
Contk VOCr→i (7)  

where Contk NOxr→i and Contk VOCr→i are NOx and VOC emission 
contributions respectively, from region r to O3 response in receptor re-
gion i in the kth differential interval calculated by the DM; and m is the 
number of differential intervals. 

The contribution of NOx or VOC emissions from each sector to O3 
response was further apportioned by the emission weight of each sec-
toral NOx or VOC estimated in the SL method, as expressed in equations 
(8) and (9). 

Cont NOxrj→i ¼ð
Xm

k¼1
Contk NOxr→iÞ_

waj
Ps

j¼1waj
(8)  

Cont VOCrj→i¼ð
Xm

k¼1
Contk VOCr→iÞ_

wbj
Pt

j¼1wbj
(9)  

where Cont NOxrj→iand Cont VOCrj→i are NOx and VOC emission con-
tributions respectively, from sector j in region r to O3 response in re-
ceptor region i. 

Fig. 3a shows the 2-D isopleths of O3 response in SD to synchronous 
changes of NOx and VOC emission in GZ in October 2015 (the corre-
sponding 3-D contour is given in Fig. 3b), while NOx and VOC emission 
ratios in other regions except GZ were kept unchanged. Fig. 3 is pre-
sented as a visualized example to illustrate the principle of DM and 
difference between the source apportionment using DM and sensitivity 
analysis using BFM, in which the x and y-axes reflect the ratio of VOC 
and NOx emissions in GZ. As the NOx and VOC emission ratios decrease 
from (1, 1) to (0, 0), which is indicated by the gray dotted line, the actual 
O3 response (i.e., denoted as the impact of a synchronous emission 
control) is the difference between the O3 concentration at (1, 1) and (0, 

0). The accumulated O3 responses along the blue and red paths are NOx 
and VOC emission contributions respectively computed by the DM, 
while the O3 responses along the blue and red dash-dot paths are the 
impacts of individual NOx and VOC emission control respectively 
computed by the BFM. As presented in Fig. 3d, the sum of BFM’s sen-
sitivities is inequivalent to the actual O3 response because of the exis-
tence of the interactions between different emission sources (Cohan 
et al., 2005), which limits its application in source apportionment; while 
the DM allocates the full individual source contribution to the actual O3 
response because its calculation process thoroughly considers the 
nonlinear chemistry, indicating it is an effective approach for the pur-
pose of source apportionment. Theoretically, the more subtle the dif-
ferential interval is, the closer of the changing trend of the DM to the 
actual change trend of O3 concentration, according to the gray dotted 
line in Fig. 3a (the corresponding 3D change trend is displayed in 
Fig. 3b). However, what was found in our experiment was that the ratio 
of the contribution of VOC and NOx kept unchanged when the number of 
differential intervals was greater than 118, while the computing time 
was continuously increasing (Fig. 3c). The ratio can be viewed as an 
indicator to determine the number of differential intervals, because the 
unchanged ratio illustrates the contribution of VOC and NOx both 
remain unchanged and which further indicates that the interval is fine 
enough to ensure the O3 response within each interval in linear; thus it 
did not make sense to differentiate further. Hence the number of dif-
ferential intervals was determined as 118 eventually in the example 
case. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Evaluation of the pf-ERSM-SL with differential method 

Through the prediction system configured with pf-ERSM-SL, the O3 
concentrations under 10 OOS scenarios were predicted. On the basis of 

Fig. 3. (a-b) Mechanism of the DM and (c) ratio of VOC and NOx emission contributions from GZ to O3 response in SD and the corresponding computing time under 
different number of differential intervals and (d) comparison between the BFM’s and DM’s results. The computing time was based on the computer with a 64-bit 
Windows 10 system, an 8-core processor (i7-4900MQ), and a 16 GB RAM. 
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the indices utilized in previous researches of RSM for OOS validation, 
the Normalized Error (NE), Normalized Mean Error (NME), Maximum 
Normalized Error (MaxNE), and coefficients of correlation (R) were 
selected to evaluate the prediction performance of pf-ERSM-SL (Text S2) 
(Xing et al., 2011, 2017, 2018; Zhao et al., 2015, 2017). Due to the 
similar algorithm framework of pf-ERSM-SL and pf-RSM, the standard of 
the MNE within 2% and MaxNE within 10% defined in the research of 
pf-RSM was also applied in our study (Xing et al., 2018). Table S3 
summarizes the performance of pf-ERSM-SL for predicting O3 concen-
tration in the whole D3 domain, and good agreement is observed in all of 
the 10 cases. The MNE is less than 2% in both July and October, and the 
relatively higher NE is found in cases with large perturbations (e.g., Case 
2), which can be explained by the poor performance in edge areas with 
substantially controlled emissions (denoted as the marginal effects in 
previous RSM researches) (Xing et al., 2011, 2018). The MaxNE in July 
and October is 1.62% and 2.03%, respectively, and the R value is greater 
than 0.97 for all the 10 cases in July and October. Fig. S5 shows the 
statistical results of OOS validation in specific receptor region, the MNE 
and MaxNE in 6 regions are less than 2% and 6% in both July and 
October. Summarily, the statistical results across the entire D3 domain 
and specific receptor region both meet the defined criteria. 

The pf-ERSM-SL was further applied in each grid cell of the D3 
domain. Two scenarios (i.e., Case 5 and Case 9, Table S3) were selected 
to present two levels of emission control respectively, moderate and 
strict controls, to analyze the performance of the pf-ERSM-SL. It’s worth 
noting that the performance should be similar to the two presented here 
despite slight variation in validation results under different control 
scales. Fig. 4 presents the spatial distribution of O3 responses simulated 
by CMAQ and predicted by pf-ERSM-SL in two control scenarios and the 
corresponding delta value (i.e., pf-ERSM-SL-predicted value minus 
CMAQ-simulated value). In general, similar predictions are made by the 
pf-ERSM-SL and CMAQ for two cases, with the NE within 5% across the 
D3 domain in both July and October. Larger inconsistency is shown in 
Case 5 than in Case 9 because of the marginal effects, while the incon-
sistency is more evident in regions with higher O3 concentrations 
because the marginal effects bring more widespread deviations in the 
polluted regions, as mentioned in published researches of RSM (Xing 

et al., 2011, 2018). 
For evaluating the performance of the DM, the pf-ERSM-SL with DM 

was utilized to conduct the source contribution analysis when all control 
factors changed simultaneously. The accumulative contributions of each 
control factor to O3 response calculated by the DM, the accumulative 
sensitivities of O3 to abatement of individual emission source estimated 
by the BFM, and the actual O3 response in each receptor region are 
systematically compared in Fig. S6. The accumulative contributions 
calculated by the DM and the actual O3 response are the same under 
different control scenarios; the changing trend of the BFM’s calculations 
is principally the same as the DM’s calculations, but the accumulative 
sensitivities is larger than the actual O3 response by reason of the in-
teractions between multiple emission sources. Furthermore, several 
studies have mentioned that the O3 response will more sensitive to large 
NOx perturbations than that expected in the linear system, which may 
cause the overestimated local sensitivity under large emission re-
ductions, especially in regions where O3 concentrations are relatively 
higher (i.e., GZ in July and ZS in October) on account of the more 
intensive anthropogenic emissions and stronger nonlinear chemistry 
(Jiang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011b). Stronger nonlinear chemistry 
caused by the higher level of background O3 and lower radical activity in 
the fall of the PRD may explain the larger differences between the total 
sensitivities and actual O3 response in October (Li et al., 2012; Zheng 
et al., 2010). 

The DM were then applied to estimate the accumulative contribu-
tions in the entire D3 domain when all control factors were at 100% 
control. By comparing the spatial distribution of the total source con-
tributions, total sensitivities, and the actual O3 response, the applica-
bility of DM in the field of source apportionment was also demonstrated 
(Fig. 5). Due to the prevailing south-westerly wind in the summer and 
north-easterly wind in the fall of the PRD (Li et al., 2012; Yang et al., 
2019), it can be seen that the accumulative sensitivities and source 
contributions for downwind areas (i.e., GZ and SD in July and ZS and JM 
in October) are both the largest, which may be mainly influenced by the 
transportation of polluted plumes from the upwind areas with high NO2 
levels (Fig. S7). The magnitude of BFM’s calculations across the D3 
domain is still larger than the actual O3 responses in both July and 

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the O3 responses simulated by CMAQ and predicted by pf-ERSM-SL in two control scenarios (monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima O3 in 
July and October 2015). 
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October, especially in the areas with higher O3 concentrations. The 
spatial distribution of the source contributions calculated by the DM is 
basically the same as the actual O3 responses in both July and October, 
with the discrepancies within �0.3 ppbv and �0.4 ppbv, respectively, in 
July and in October, which is mostly caused by the truncation errors. 
Accordingly, the DM can be regarded as an optional method for the sake 
of the O3 source contribution analysis. 

3.2. Identification of the O3-NOx-VOC relationships 

Fig. 6 shows the 2-D isopleths of O3 responses in the receptor regions 
to synchronous emission changes in all regions, in July and October, 
respectively. Defined as the NOx emission ratio which generates 
maximum O3 concentrations when VOC emissions were kept un-
changed, the peak ratio (PR) for O3 was used as an indicator determining 
O3 formation regime in previous pf-RSM research (Xing et al., 2018). 
When a PR value below 1 (i.e., baseline), the base case is basically a 
VOC- limited regime, which means that the VOC reduction could 
effectively alleviate the O3 level, and the NOx reduction could make O3 
increase initially as NO titration decreases; while under other circum-
stance, the baseline scenario is a NOx-limited regime; but the O3 for-
mation should be diagnosed as a transitional regime when the PR value 
is very close to 1 (i.e., 0.95–1.05). The ridgeline in the 2-D isopleths of 
O3 response in October corresponds to the peak O3 concentration pro-
duced by a given VOC emission, separating the regime limited by VOC 
and NOx respectively. 

For the predicted O3 in July, the PR values are more than 1.5 in all 
receptor regions, even in urban areas (i.e., GZ) of the PRD, suggesting 
that the O3 formations in most of the PRD regions are more sensitive to 
NOx emissions in July. In October, different PR values are observed in 
different receptor regions but they are all lower than 1, demonstrating 
that the initial O3 formation regime is both VOC-limited except that in 
DG&SZ, which is a transitional regime. The lower PR values at GZ 
(0.56), SD (0.62), and FS (0.64) are mostly caused by concentrated NOx 
emissions from automobile exhausts and neighbouring coal-fired power 

plants. Considerable NOx emissions from both the vehicle exhausts and 
agricultural vehicles and also ships may cause relatively low PR values 
in ZS (0.78) and JM (0.68). As for DG&SZ (0.98), abundant VOC emis-
sions from a lot of toy, shoe, and furniture plants and workshops possibly 
cause the highest PR value in October. The PR values in 6 regions in July 
indicate that NOx control always has a positive effect on O3 responses in 
all receptor regions, even under a small reduction, while the effect of 
anthropogenic VOC control is small. While in October, NOx control 
(with less than 22–44% reduction, ¼ 1 � PR) would lead to O3 increase 
in urban (i.e., GZ), industrial (i.e., SD and FS), and downwind (i.e., ZS 
and JM) areas of the PRD, as a result of the regime limited by VOC 
initially, and the O3 formation regime would transit to NOx-limited 
when NOx emissions are further reduced. 

Seasonal variation of BVOC emissions can partly explain the seasonal 
variation in the regime of O3 formation (Castell et al., 2010; Chatani 
et al., 2015). According to past researches, BVOC emissions occupied 
40% of gross VOC discharges in the summer and 22% of gross VOC 
discharges in fall of the PRD (Ou et al., 2015, 2016), on account of the 
higher temperatures and stronger sun irradiation in the summer. 
Figs. S8e–f shows total BVOC emissions in July and October, and it in-
dicates that BVOC emissions in July are much higher than that in 
October, especially at the rural areas of JM and GZ which are covered 
with lush broadleaf forest, hence promoting the formation of strong 
NOx-limited regime in July. As BVOC emissions descend in the fall while 
NOx and AVOC emissions only change on a small scale (Figs. S8a–b), O3 
formation turns to the VOC-limited regime; besides, the VOC-limited 
regime may be brought by decreased radical activity caused by less ul-
traviolet radiation and humidity in October (Jacob et al., 1995; Wang 
et al., 2017b). 

3.3. O3 source contribution analysis 

3.3.1. Dynamic contribution of multiregional precursor emissions to O3 
Table 3 and Fig. 7 show the contribution of specific precursor 

emissions from each source region to ambient O3 concentrations in the 

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the accumulative sensitivities and contributions calculated by the BFM and DM respectively, and the actual O3 response under 100% 
controls of NOx and VOC emissions in all regions (monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima O3 in July and October 2015). 
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PRD. The real-timely dynamic source contribution analysis was con-
ducted for monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima O3 in July and October, 
and the scenarios of stepped control (i.e., reductions of 25%, 50%, 75%, 
and 100%) were selected. 

In July, the contribution of NOx emissions dominates in all receptor 
regions, while VOC emissions contribute slightly, which is consistent 
with the NOx-limited regime in July. Furthermore, it can be seen that the 
distribution of the source contributions is analogous for different control 
scenarios in the receptor regions. Affected by the prevailing south- 
westerly wind in July, ambient O3 concentration is comparatively 
higher in SD, FS, and GZ, so in these three regions, NOx emissions from 
upwind areas (i.e., ZS and JM) contribute the most to O3 formation for 
all control scenarios, accounting for approximately 52%, 47% and 35% 
of the total O3 responses in SD, FS, and GZ respectively when at 100% 
control. Local NOx emissions also have positive effects on O3 formation 
in SD, FS, and GZ, with the contribution ratio ranges from 7% to 13% 
when at 100% control. ZS and JM are relatively in upwind areas; 
consequently, local NOx emissions considerably affect the local O3 for-
mation, occupying about 21% and 34% of O3 response respectively 
under 100% control, while NOx emissions from OTH, which are mostly 
from the southern coastal areas in the D3 domain (e.g., Zhuhai), also 
largely influence the O3 formation especially in ZS (~28%). As for 
DG&SZ, local NOx and VOC emissions supply the most of O3 formation 
for all control scenarios, while NOx emissions from OTH is the second 

contributor. 
In October, under 25%, 50%, and 75% controls, VOC emissions 

dominate O3 formation, and NOx emissions have different degrees of 
negative contribution to O3 formation in most regions, whereas the ef-
fect of NOx control increases evidently when at 100% control, which 
identifies with the regime of O3 formation in October. Ambient O3 
concentration is comparatively higher in SD, ZS, and JM due to the 
prevailing north-easterly wind in October. In these three regions, VOC 
emissions from upwind areas (i.e., GZ and DG&SZ) are the major 
contributor under small perturbations (i.e., reductions of 25% and 50%), 
while NOx emissions in local vehicle exhaust-intensive areas against the 
wind (i.e., GZ) both exhibit negative influence, especially on O3 
response in SD, which is a typical VOC-limited region. Under 75% 
control, VOC emissions still dominate O3 response in SD, while in ZS and 
JM, the effect of NOx control in upwind areas (i.e., GZ and DG&SZ) is 
emerging. When reaching 100% control, the contribution of NOx emis-
sions from the upwind area (i.e., GZ and DG&SZ) increases significantly 
for SD and ZS, accounting for about 43% and 54% of O3 response 
respectively. AS for JM, NOx emissions from each source region both 
partially make up the O3 response, in which GZ contributes the most 
(~16%). FS, GZ, and DG&SZ are relatively in upwind areas, so local VOC 
emissions mainly influence O3 formation under small perturbations (i.e., 
reductions of 25% and 50%), while local NOx emissions always 
contribute negatively to O3 formation in FS and GZ. As for DG&SZ, local 

Fig. 6. 2-D isopleths of O3 responses in the receptor regions to synchronous NOx and VOC emission changes in all source regions (monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima 
O3 in July and October 2015). The x and y-axes show the emission ratio of VOC and NOx for the entire D3 domain; different O3 concentrations are presented by 
different colors. 
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VOC and NOx emissions both positively affect the O3 response as a result 
of the transitional regime in DG&SZ. Local NOx emissions still make a 
negative contribution to O3 formation in FS and GZ under 75% control, 
whereas the control of NOx emissions in OTH begins to show a visible 
impact, which is probably due to NOx emissions from the northern areas 
out of the PRD (e.g., Qingyuan). When reaching 100% control, the 
contribution of NOx from upwind areas (i.e., GZ, DG&SZ, and OTH) to 
O3 formation in FS and GZ increases, especially that of the NOx from 
OTH, which contributes approximately 32% to O3 response in both FS 
and GZ, while local NOx emissions still present negative effect to O3 
response. As for DG&SZ, local NOx, VOC and OTH’s NOx emission 
contributions to O3 formation all nearly increase linearly with the in-
crease in emission reductions. 

3.3.2. Contribution of multisectoral precursor emissions to O3 
Identification of the air quality contribution of various sectoral 

precursor emissions is an essential prerequisite for implementing 
pollution control measures. In this paper, the emission inventory were 
divided into 8 sectors, as shown in Table 1. Source contribution results in 
the receptor regions regarding to these sectors are displayed in Fig. 8 for 
monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima O3 in July and October. 

For the source sectors inside the PRD, it can be seen that in July, 
NOx_ORM emissions are the leading contributor to most of the 6 regions, 
with the most noticeable impact on DG&SZ (46.97%), and range from 
31.68% to 42.45% on other 5 regions. NOx_NRM emissions contribute 
the most to O3 formation in JM (42.55%), while in the other 5 regions, 
which are the second contributor and account for 26.91%–34.91% of O3 
formation. The contribution ratio of NOx_SC emissions ranges from 
7.35% to 19.47% in the 6 regions, which is the largest in FS. The VOC- 
related sectoral emissions in July only make up a small part of O3 for-
mation in 6 regions because of the NOx-limited regime in July. In 
October, NOx_ORM and NOx _NRM emissions still have a notable influ-
ence on O3 formation; while VOC_ORM emissions also exhibit a 
considerable contribution to 6 regions, with the highest contribution to 
GZ (19.31%), and range from 10.58% to 16.84% to other 5 regions. 
Besides, VOC_SU emissions show a non-negligible effect in October, 
especially on O3 formation in SD (17.26%) and GZ (16.85%). 

For the sectors in each source region inside the PRD, the compre-
hensive analysis of source contributions in July and October was con-
ducted. Fig. 8 suggests that GZ, DG&SZ and ZS are critical source regions 
of NOx_ORM emissions to form O3 in the receptor regions (e.g., FS in 
July and SD and ZS in October), as indicated in Table S1 in which GZ and 
DG&SZ experience the most significant NOx_ORM emissions, resulting 
from intensive NOx emissions from the vehicle exhausts in urban areas; 
though NOx_ORM emissions in ZS are relatively mild, the prevailing 
south-westerly wind in July possibly promotes its contribution to 
downwind areas. The primary source regions of NOx_NRM emissions to 
form O3 are JM and OTH, as also depicted in Table S1 in which 
NOx_NRM emissions are the highest in these two regions, as a conse-
quence of intensive NOx emissions from agricultural vehicles and ships 
in rural and coastal areas. GZ and ZS are major source regions of NOx_SC 
emissions to form O3, which is possibly attributed to lots of nearby coal- 
fired power plants in industrial areas of these two regions; while the 
relative higher contribution in July but moderate emissions of NOx_SC 
from ZS can be also explained by the wind direction. GZ, DG&SZ and FS 
are regions with relatively most rapid urbanization and industrialization 
in the PRD, containing hundreds of industrial factories and workshops 
related to VOC_IP and VOC_SU emissions, and also the considerable 
vehicles related to VOC_ORM emissions; it can be also seen in Table S1 
that GZ, DG&SZ and FS are three regions with the most advanced VOC 
emissions. Thus, for the sectors concerning VOC emissions, those in GZ, 
DG&SZ and FS display the greatest effects on O3 formation in the re-
ceptor regions. 
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4. Conclusion 

In this study, an enhanced meta-modeling approach, polynomial 
functions based ERSM coupled with the sectoral linear fitting technique 
(pf-ERSM-SL), combining a new differential method (DM), was devel-
oped and employed to analyze the O3 formation regime and real-time 
source contributions over the PRD region. The pf-ERSM-SL had proven 
to show good agreement with the CMAQ simulations, and the DM was 
also shown to be able to effectively allocate the various source 

contributions to O3, and provide the sum of individual allocations equals 
the actual O3 response. Analysis of the O3-NOx-VOC relationships 
demonstrated that the O3 formation regime in most regions of the PRD 
exhibited a typical NOx-limited in July; in October, although the initial 
VOC-limited regime existed under small perturbations (with emissions 
reduction less than 22–44%), it will shift to NOx-limited when 
continuing to control emissions. Further investigation of the source 
contributions implied that NOx emissions from upwind areas were the 
most influential contributor, which largely influence the O3 responses in 

Fig. 7. Apportionment of O3 response to the 
stepped controls of NOx and VOC emissions 
from multiple regions (monthly averaged 
daily 1 h maxima O3 in July and October 
2015). The x-axis reflects the ratio of 
reduction (i.e., 1 � emission ratio); the 
number at the x-axis shows the concentra-
tion in base case; the text at the x-axis shows 
the receptor region; the colored bars denote 
the contribution of NOx or VOC emissions 
from a particular region to O3 response when 
all control factors are simultaneously 
changing; the black dotted line denotes the 
actual O3 response in the scenario that all 
emission sources are simultaneously 
controlled.   

Fig. 8. Apportionment of O3 response to the 100% controls of multisectoral NOx and VOC emissions from each source region (left) and all source regions (right) in 
the D3 domain (monthly averaged daily 1 h maxima O3 in July and October 2015). The vertical text at the x-axis reflects the source region; the horizontal text at the 
x-axis reflects the receptor region; the colored bars denote the contribution of NOx or VOC emissions from a particular sector in a particular region to O3 response 
when all control factors are simultaneously changing. 
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the receptor regions with higher O3 concentrations in July and October; 
NOx_ORM emissions particular these from GZ, DG&SZ and ZS were 
identified as the main contributor. Consequently, policymakers are 
advised to give priority to implement strict NOx_ORM-focused control 
strategies in the PRD. 

The uncertainties inherent in the meteorology and emission in-
ventory will inevitably influence the O3-NOx-VOC relationships and 
source contribution results; hence further researches in developing the 
emission inventory with higher resolution are important. It is also 
necessary to evaluate the uncertainty of the pf-ERSM-SL with DM based 
on the ambient observations of NOx and VOC, especially for VOC, which 
contains various species. 
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